Solution Overview

Emerging Growth

Get to the next level with our full stack CFO solution, which
provides strategic insights from CFO and controller experts,
along with all the finance operations of day-to-day accounting.

Pain Points:
•
•
•
•
•

Many businesses are big on dreams but short on resources, capital and expertise
Any missing layer to the finance function puts doubt on decisions
Startups require financial leadership, meaningful forecasts and accounting know-how
Inefficiencies and inaccuracies can bog down decision-makers and halt progress
Only with reliable information can executives make smart moves

Solution:

• Fill out the finance function with the right skills and expertise, with a solution that
can scale with your business
• Rely on a CFO for fundraising, investor interactions, and transformative transactions
• Incorporate a controller’s strategic insights, planning, budgeting, and reporting
expertise into the team
• Conduct a rapid assessment to identify key gaps in finance and operations
• Set up an integrated accounting system with a proven tech stack of applications
• Ready the company for anything, with FP&A insights, operational accounting best
practices, technical accounting expertise, IPO support, and other solutions

We provide all the
necessary layers of the
finance function with CFO
expertise, controller smarts,
and core accounting skills.
See how you score with
our rapid assessment at
bit.ly/rapid_assessment.

About RoseRyan
More than

Benefits:

• Management can focus on the business—not accounting matters
• A solid finance foundation of smooth-running systems, cash management
• Accurate and reliable financial reporting that supports today’s operations and
decision-making, with an eye on tomorrow’s needs
• Significant efficiencies from a tech stack of integrated applications
• Specialized expertise, across all levels of the finance function

We’ll set you up with the right financial foundation for growth.

Select Clients
AiRXOs, Inc.
Aquabyte, Inc.
Atreca, Inc.
Avitas Systems
Bedrock Systems, Inc.
Directly, Inc.

Shoot for the moon_
and reach it.

Infoworks
KITBio, Inc.
Nueon, Inc.
Pensando Systems
Satsuma Pharmaceuticals
YellowBrick Data

850
clients

25

years in
business

RoseRyan takes dynamic companies further, faster,
by delivering specialized finance and accounting
solutions at every stage of your company’s growth.
Versed in Silicon Valley’s rapid pace and unique
business environment, our consulting firm has
helped 850+ companies achieve success since 1993.
No matter the size of your company or the scale of
your next endeavor, RoseRyan has the wide-ranging
solutions to accelerate growth.

Learn more at www.roseryan.com.
Contact:
510.456.3056 x400
sales@roseryan.com

